Job Title

Global Logistics and Compliance Manager

Location

Vancouver, BC

Reports to

Director of Supply Chain

Date Posted

April 1st 2021

Job Summary

As the world transitions to a renewable energy future, large-scale energy storage systems are
required to bridge the gap between intervals of renewable energy production. Invinity Energy
Systems, listed on the London Stock Exchange, is the leader in vanadium flow batteries, a proven
technology addressing the global demand for energy storage.
Invinity is seeking a Global Logistics and Compliance Manager to direct and oversee the internal and
external trade compliance processes, policies, and requirements are followed, including collection of
data and calculation of origin of our products. You will assist local site personnel with determination
of proper HS code and resolution of local customs issues. You will assist with special projects and day
to day operations.
Responsibilities
















As the compliance and global trade expert, you handle the logistics of all freight movement
for Invinity.
Collaborate and work cross functionally to direct the compliance and global trade strategy
within our global organization.
Set up key partnerships in all transportation modes, including multiple partnerships and
singular ones.
Involved in the creation and set-up of IES to support our fast-growing organization.
Oversee collection and maintenance of documents and data to support compliance with
government agencies and international trade regulations.
Support supply chain teams to address queries from customs departments, draft responses
where necessary, and ensure minimization of risk.
Assist in internal and external audits of trade compliance program, policies, and procedures.
Monitor performance and risks of global trade compliance operations in a continuous
improvement environment.
Perform monthly analysis of broker, customs, and internal data to ensure maximum cost
savings in Free Trade Agreements, Free Trade Zones where applicable, and other duty
exemptions.
Assist in management of customs brokers including measuring service-level agreement (SLA)
adherence, managing power of attorney requests and database, and compiling and
managing compliance scorecards.
Coordinate responses to internal and external inquiries regarding shipping: quotes, shipping
dates, schedules, etc.
Foster a good working relationship with shipping and courier vendors.

Requirements






8+ years of logistics experience in a manufacturing environment.
Experience in strategic logistical planning, specifically for large scale freight.
Experience creating and deploying a global logistics network.
Strong written and verbal communication skills.

If the idea of building a world-class development team and helping the world transition to
renewable energy is exciting to you. If being part of a dynamic, global company is appealing, if
working as a member of a team with passion but not ego sounds good, Invinity may be just where
you belong.

